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Taliah Trading & Industrial Co., Ltd is one of the largest private enterprises of interior decoration products, which specializes in manufacturing

and trading various items for application in the ceiling, wall, floor, doors, and window of a business plus residential buildings. With more than 

38years of vast experience in the field, Taliah enjoys a good reputation in The local Saudi Market and the neighboring GCC and Arab countries.

Today, Taliah stands as a reference in terms of Quality, Versatility, and Diversity of its unique products.

The Head office of the company is a location in Riyadh City Center, with two showrooms and a factory in The industrial area.

Moreover, Taliah owns showrooms and factories in all the major cities of Saudi Arabia like Dammam, Jeddah, Buraidah (Al Qasim), Khamis Mushait,and Sakakah. 

The total area of operation of the company is making on the around 30,000 M2  with more than 140 be allowed and professionally motivated workforce.

Factories of the company are kit out with the latest art of work machinery and equipment.

The growth of Taliah Company to the present status of a multi-faceted business, the organization did not make it in a day. 

It happed in years of sempiternal struggle and strategic planed led by was founders with the activated participation of a qualified and professionally motivated workforce. 

Our marketing team regularly monitors the World Wide market and suggests the possibilities of introducing new products to keep up our status of being the pioneers. 

It was a reward for the overwhelming comeback, which we get from the products that are launch.

The analyses of all these products are made by our technical department headed by professionally qualified Engineers, who also give product training to the showroom

sales staff and end-users. At Taliah, we provide quality services for those rare customers who feel difficulties in using our products. 

The company is computerized and networked for more productivity and easy access for the administrative staff to look into the growth of the company.

Last but certainly not least, we consider our satisfied customers as the backbone of our growth a gave us all the Support, Suggestions, Advice, Information and Valuable

Ideas to become what we are now. We will remain unchanged in the search for continuous improvements of quality to cover the needs of today’s industry and 

the generations to come. 

Since its formation in 1980, Taliah has to aim at the introduction of high-quality products in the market at regular intervals. 

Hence, with its long efforts Taliah is having the following range of quality products in its range.
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ALUMINUM STRIP CEILING GYPSUM CEILINGALUMINUM SQUARE CEILING



PVC MARBLE WOODEN FLOOR WPC WALL

PVC FLOORING 
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STAIRCASEBLINDSFOLDING DOORS

PRODUCTS
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SMART STONE SILK PLASTER SILICONE



Aluminum Linear Ceiling is a unique structure that has the advantage of Linear Strip Ceiling
 to be one of the most popular ceiling systems.And more used, it is the best choice for decoration
 in the airport, subway, shopping mall, advanced office building, home kitchen. 
The linear ceiling system can be divide into different types according to the strip panel design
 and, the strip panel can be supplied with any size. It also provides perfect flexibility ribbon panel
 contains more than 100 patterns for colors that will provide the designers with limitless space 
for imagination.
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ALUMINUM STRIP
 CEILING  
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Square Aluminum Ceilings combine functionality and aesthetics and are suitable for residential
 and commercial buildings as well as manufactured By skilled and experienced designers

ALUMINUM SQUARE 
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CEILING
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Whether for a newly constructed workplace, residential property, or a restaurant
Gypsum false ceilings have become an integral part of home building interior design,
adding beauty to the place.

GYPSUM 
CEILING
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PVC
Polyvinyl chloride is one of the plastics that has been discovered and is one
 of the most common types of plastics.
Our widely used plastic wall cladding is not only commercial waterproofing 
as well, the aesthetic area Because of the variety of colors, patterns, 
and textures

Marble
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WOODEN FLOOR
Whatever space, wood tiles add a touch of sophistication and charm, today wooden floors 
are among the most popular floor coverings
Wood floors are now available in many colors and shapes to suit all tastes.
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WPC  WALLS

Wooden walls are scratch-resistant and reinforced with waterproof,
 moisture, and fire-resistant insulation and external influences
Available in multiple colors and shapes to suit everyone, made in China,
 with high quality, and with a 5-year warranty
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One of the main advantages of PVC parquet is its resistance to moisture and mildew. 
That makes it an ideal choice for bathroom and kitchen floors, especially in hot climates,
characterized it by high humidity.
So purchasing this type of flooring contributes to removing moisture in the home.

PVC FLOORING
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FLODING
 DOORS

Here is Taliah offers its customers various designs and colors for Folding doors,
 also known as bi-fold doors

A modern, functional, and sophisticated door set that adds a beautiful 
artistic touch to the interior décor

  The perfect solution to interior decoration problems for homes and commercial 
offices
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BLINDS
We had 3types of blinds each one had its advantages.
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VENETIAN BLINDS

VERTICAL BLINDS

WOODEN BLINDS

We do have a beautiful collection of custom made horizontal blinds 

featuring a large selection of colors.They give a dramatic look and 

it’s a great way to add a touch of warmth and style to any window

of your home at affordable prices. 

They are the most functional of all windowblinds due to the ease of controlling 

light flows into your room. As with the range of different fabrics make them

ideal for many different design requirements. it is your best the choice for

modern homes and city center apartments. 

As a complement to our interior decoration, 

Taliah Company is proud to offer expertly crafted

wooden blinds.All Blinds are custom cut to fit all 

window’s dimension.

A

B

C
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Ladders are one of the best solutions for narrow spaces in interior design Ceiling ladders are 
of high strength and foldable to save more space.
   Made in Italy with high quality.5-year warranty
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STAIRCASE



Motion Nova
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Venus Stilo 70
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Vision
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UV Resistant

Water Resistant

Mould Mildew Resistant 

Excellent Weatherability
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The unique wall product in the world of interior decoration and the ideal alternative to the most luxurious types

Of wallpaper. Odorless natural product, sound, heat, and moisture-proof, without dividers, like wallpaper.

 Partially repairable to hide imperfections in uneven walls.
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SILICONE
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General Organization for Social (GOSI), Riyadh

Dana Factory for Soft Drink , Riyadh

Public Pension Agency , Riyadh

Arabian Oud Company , Riyadh

King Khalid Military Base , Hafrul Batin

Air Forces Base housing , Dhahran

C-20,AZMEEL SABIC,the Royal Commission of jubail

and Yanbu(RCJY), Jubail

Navy Forces Base Housing , Jubail

Al-Karan Hotel, Jubail

Dammam Central Hospital

Security Roads Building, Dammam

Sheraton Hotel, Dammam

Dareen Mall, Dammam

Hayat Plaza, Dammam

Al-Sheraa Mall, Dammam

Orphanage school, Dammam

King Fahd Hospital, Hofuf

King Faisal University, Hofuf

National Guard Hospital, Hofuf

Prince Saud Bin Gelloy Hospital, Hofuf

Qatif Central Hospital

Zahra Hospital, Qatif

College of Technology, Ahsaa

ARAMCO, Ahsaa

PROJECT REFERENCE LIST

   
Maternity Hospital , Hail 

Grain Silos and Flour Mills organization , Hail

Juhayna Food Industries Company , Hail   

The Public Library , Hail   

Al-Jahez Mall , Hail

Dates Factory , Hail  Ministry of education ,

Variety of schools all over  the kingdom)

Many Municipalities buildings all over the kingdom

In addition to many other governmental and priate

 projects. 

 

 

Rajhi Hotel, Khobar

Saudi Geological Survey (SGS), Jeddah 

Security Association , Jeddah

Great Court , Jeddah 

Foaad Plaza, Jeddah

National Commercial Bank , Western Area 

Saudi French Bank , Western Area

Tiba Towers , The central area , Madina 

Maternity Hopital , Taif   

Military Hospital , Taif 

General Hospital , Rabigh 

Sheikh Ismael Towers , Mecca

King Fahd Specialist Hospital , Buraidah 

Maternity and Children Hospital , Buraidah

Buraidah Police Department 

Al-Rawda Hospital , Buraidah 

Star food Factory , Buraidah 

Watania Poulty , Buraidah 

Hanaa Water Factory , Buraidah

Al-Badaeaa Hospital , Al- Badaeaa

Bekaa Hospital , Bekaa 

Wafaa Hospital , Unaizah 

Qassim University 

Qassim Cement Company (QACCO)

King Khalid Hospital , Hail

Hail General Hospital 
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Taliah is proud to associate with the following companies as a sister concern which helps us 
to reach more and more parts of the market.

1. Al-Andalus Trading Co. 
2. Al-Andalus Glass Factory Co. 
3. Al-Andalus Aluminum Extrusion & Forming Factory Co. 
4. Saudi Company For Aluminium 
5. Granada Aluminium Factory Co. 
6. The Safa Aluminium Saudi Company 
7. Cordoba Palaces Contracting Company 
8. Pacfort Packaging Solutions 
9. Al-Andalus Paper Conversion Company Ltd. 
10. Al-Andalus for Smart Doors and Elevators Co. 
11. Qurtoba Palace Engineering Consultant 

OUR MISSION AND VISION
Our mission is to create value and make a difference everywhere we engage. Taliah strives
to build a history of product excellence and technology innovation and to be the global leader 
of decoration industry all over the kingdom and the Middle East.

This one will be accomplished through the continuous improvement driven by the Taliah people, by
providing the highest quality and most reliable products to reach the highest level of 
customer satisfaction.



CONTACT US

P.O.BOX 41084

H E A D  O F F I C E  

Email : info@taliahgroup.com
Uni�ed No. 920003161

TEL: 0112702630  TEL: 0112701848   
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RIYADH
REGION

DAMMAM
REGION 

Mr.Khalid Nasser Wahbah 
0506225975

Mr.Wael hamada 
0553216787

BURAYDAH
REGION 

Mr.Sami Alhaj
0503216787
0557476395
Mr.Muthaib Hamoud 
0565077797
Mr. Mahmoud hamada  
0550757186

SAKAKA
REGION

Mr.Mustafa Muwafy 
0503225406
Mr.Abdulelah Alshamari
0536106750

JEDDAH
REGION

Mr.Mahouz Abu Nour
0503218312
Mr.Ahmed Almasalmeh
0555631126
Mr.Abrar Kamal
0555631125

KHAMIS 
MUSHAIT
REGION

Mr.Mohamed Talath
0503291606
Mr.Ibrahim Ali Alhamiri
0550853406

 

 
Mr.Yasser Alayesh
0557496663 
Mr.Ayman AlAyesh
0503218312
Mr.Murtada AlFateh
0530526663
Mr.Asad Hanifa 
0530238054


